NINE LIVES BATTALION

A Dystopia Productions Project

Nine Lives Battalion or N.L.B for short , is a creation of the team
at Dystopia Productions.

Dystopia is an Auckland, New Zealand based design company
with a talented in house team of experienced industry
professionals.
Our main key focus is the creation of passion driven, innovative
projects within the NFT and Cryptocurrency spaces.

The gaming market is currently dominated by large corporate production studios
which are run by individuals who are out of touch with the reality of what the
consumer wants from a game. Often all that matters is the profitability of a product
and the bottom line rather than the functionality and design of the game.

CURRENT MARKET ISSUES

A big part of our team’s drive comes from working in an ever changing and new
technological market. This space provides a global network of great opportunities,
yet others have seen this wild west of innovation and ideas, as a ticket to operate
without any accountability.

The ease of access to information and ability to collaborate with people across the
globe has seen amazing opportunities arise in this pioneering industry.
Subsequently it has also seen a growing trend in hiring short term contractors to
provide integral aspects of projects that they have no stake in nor any motivation to
apply principles which would further benefit the end consumer

Passion – The Dystopia team is a group of forward thinking, initiative driven individuals that
have come together to utilize their individual skills, in order to produce innovative quality
products in the Gaming, NFT, and Cryptocurrency sectors. The quality of the products we
collectively produce is something we remain extremely passionate about.

Accountability – Dystopia Productions is a NZ registered business, with our
head office situated in Auckland. Founded / Directed by both Tom and Carl, all
members of the core team are hired long term employees, ensuring we
remain responsible and accountable to our investors. We strongly support
transparency and working toward a less volatile industry overall.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

Ownership – To ensure the quality of the work we produce; Dystopia
Productions has opted to hire a qualified internal team of technical and
business professionals. We believe that if a project team is not engaged
with the long-term vision of a particular project, it is difficult to achieve a
consistent and quality product while ensuring longevity.

NINE LIVES BATTALION COMMUNITY
Developers within the NFT space have a unique opportunity to garner the
support of a community growing around them before they even have a
product ready for the open market. This allows them to understand the
wants and needs of the market they are looking to cater to. At N.L.B we
believe this is an undervalued opportunity when building within the NFT space
and we strive to continuously reward, appreciate and nurture this growing
community. Below are the current statistics on our 100% organically grown
and genuine community so far:
Twitter – 12.9K Followers
Instagram – 1.5K Followers
Discord (Closed/Vetted) – 2.9K Members
With a global network of 2.8 Billion enthusiasts and consumers within this
rapidly expanding space, we see no end to the potential growth of our
community.

OUR COMMUNITY COLLABORATORS
As well as the support of the community, we continue to see great
support from fellow developers in the NFT space. The cross networking,
guidance and feedback has been highly valuable to the continued
growth of our project. We would love to acknowledge the belo w
projects, that have support our project and community:

WHAT IS NINE LIVES BATTALION NFT?
The Nine Lives Battalion NFT is the 2D first phase of our multi-generation project. This
will also be an initial access pass to the N.L.B ecosystem, which in turn will grant access
to our Gen2 3D Modelled NFTs, N.L.B themed NFT explorable Hideouts, and corresponding
upgrades and customization. Gen 1 NFT Staking and CHOW Marketplace (currently Discord
based) , will be implemented in the Gen 1 post-mint period. All aspects of the project will
combine allowing our holders to play as their chosen NFT avatar in the Nine Lives
Battalion game.

GEN 2 N.L.B 3D AVATAR NFTS
N.L.B Gen 1 NFT holders will be granted automatic access through
ownership, to mint their corresponding Gen 2 3D avatar NFT, The 3D
Avatar will be modelled from the original Gen 1 NFT and will have the same
traits as the 2D version.
• Gen 2 3D Avatars will be fully integrated into the N.L.B Game.
Character sheets are currently being created for this now, followed by
a modelling phase and then a rigging phase.

NLB 3D NFT HIDEOUTS
Hideouts will be fully upgradable and customizable via a user
interface portal. Our design team are currently working on
concept art and architecture for the Hideouts. The Hideouts will
be the first iteration in which the user can use their NLB 3D
avatar within a game styled setting. The ability to upgrade a
hideout, interact with various items and move them around, will
be enabled via purchases with a holders accrued CHOW tokens.

NFT STAKING/CHOW TOKEN MARKETPLACE

CHOW token is designed to reward NFT holders for their loyalty and participation within the Nine Lives
Battalion community. CHOW will be awarded weekly to N.L.B NFT holders, the more N.L.B NFTs you hold,
the more rewards you can collect weekly.
CHOW is not a Blockchain token. CHOW is a utility token which can be redeemed for various items
within the Nine Lives Battalion Eco space.
Post Gen 1 mint, CHOW discord holdings will be migrated to our ERC 20 token via airdrop. You will need
to hold a N.L.B Gen 1 NFT to be eligible to receive this airdrop.
The NLB holder portal, which will be attached to the main website, will be the primary access point to
the Nine Lives Battalion Eco system.
Via this portal users will be able to do the following:
-Implement staking of Gen 1 N.L.B NFTs where holders will receive CHOW Tokens allocations in exchange
for staking the NFTs they currently hold.
Staking within the first 30 days of mint will grant a 2x bonus CHOW allocation as long as the NFT
continues to be staked.
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- Gain access to the CHOW Grey marketplace, a members only area where CHOW Tokens can used to
purchase various items.
NLB Marketplace will contain:
• Physical Merchandise
• Hideout Upgrades
• NLB NFTs
• NFTs Sourced from other projects
• Whitelist Access to other NFT Projects

NINE LIVES BATTALION GAME
Quality game creation is a passion driven vocation which
requires a sound understanding of the wants, needs and desires
of the of the target market. This passion is something which
resonates deeply with the dedicated development team at Nine
Lives Battalion, having come predominantly from a game focused
background.
Themed around the N.L.B NFT, the game allows the NFT holder to
interact with and further explore the N.L.B world and rich lore.
Though we are developing the game within the Crypto/NFT space,
our priority is to first develop a high quality and enjoyable game.
With ambitions to integrate innovative new technologies in the
future, the possibilities created by an ever evolving “WEB3”
environment are not just exciting, but seemingly endless.
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